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Abstract. A new iterative approachto steady seepageof ground water with a free surface

hasbeendeveloped
usingthe finiteelementmethod.This approach
eliminatesa numberof
difficultiesthat were inherent in the iterative procedurespreviouslyused to solve this problem and rapid convergence
is now assuredin all cases.The method is applicableto heterogeneousporousmedia with complexgeometricboundariesand arbitrary degreesof anisotropy.
It can handle problemswhere the free surfaceis discontinuousand where portions of the

fr•e surfaceare verticalor nearvertical.In addition,infiltrationor eVapo[ranspiration
at the
free surfacecan be handledwith ease.Severalexamplesare includedto demonstratethe power
of this new approachand to showhow it can apply to a wider variety of free surfaceproblems
than has been possiblebefore.

These difficulties have led to the recent de-

INTRODUCTION

velopment of numerical methods that enable us
to analyze complexsystemsby usinghigh speed

In dealingwith the seepageof water through

earth dams and embankments under steady
state conditionswhere a free surfaceis present, digital computers.Finnemoreand Perry [1968]
civil engineershave traditionally relied on the have adaptedthe relaxationtechniqueof Shaw
graphical method of flow nets [Casagrande, and Southwell[1941] to the computerin an-

alyzing seepagethrough an earth dam. Another
finite differenceapproachto steady state seepage with a free surface.has been describedby
Jeppso•, [1966, 19'67, 1968a, 1968b, 1968c,
1968d, 1969'].His method requiresthat the flow
regionbe transformedinto another domain that
lies in the plane of the velocity potential and
tensive treatments of these latter methods are
given by Harr [1962]; Polubarinova-Kochina stream function. Since he is dealing with non[1962]; Aravin and Numerov [1965]; and linear equations,he obtainsa solutionusing the

1940, p. 295, Cedergren,1967]. In analyzing
flow to wells in unconfinedaquifers,groundwater hydrologistshave often basedtheir theory
on the Dupuit assumptions.Exact analytical
methodsof handling such problemshave been
developedbut are often difficultto apply. Ex-

Gauss-Siedel iterative

Bear et al. [1968]. All thesemethodsare limited

relaxation.

method of successive over

His method

seems to be limited

to

to flow systemswhere the porous medium is
relatively uniform and the boundaryconditions systemswith simple geometrieswhere the transare not too complicated.
In many practical problems,however,the degree of heterogeneityand anisotropy that the
engineerencountersin the field may be suchthat
these traditional methodsare extremely difficult
to apply unlesscertain simplifyingassumptions
are made. We need only considera sequenceof
homogeneous
layers that are nonuniformlyanisotropic to realize the limitations of the traditional approach. This approach is further restricted to flow systemswith relatively simple
boundary configurations.

formation processcan be carried oat. In systems

composed
of two irregularlayers,his method'is
restrictedto homogeneous
isotropicmediumsor
anisotropicmediums,both layers of which have
the same horizontal to vertical permeabilities'
[Jeppso•, 1968c].It seemsto us that his method
is further

restricted

because the axes of aniso-

tropy must be parallel in all parts of the flow
domain.

The problem of seepagewith a free surface
has alsobeen investigatedby Taylor and Brown
[1967] and Finn [196.7] using the finite ele-
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mentmethod.Finifs approachhasrecentlybeen
extendedby Volker [1969] to includenonlinear
flow. The finite element method is based on the
calculus of variations and enables us to analyze

flow regionshavingcomplexgeometric
boundariesand arbitrary degreesof heterogeneityand
anisotropy [Zienkiewiczand Cheung, 1965;
Witherspoonet al., 1968]. HoweverTaylor and

A•

DRAIN

•

'-

A•.

Brownreportan ambiguityeffectin thevicinity Fig. 1. Crosssectionof da.mshowingflow region
of the seepage
face..In reviewingtheir method
with a free surface.
in detail, we find that this ambiguityresults
from • basiclack of convergence
in their itera-

Here we introduce • in equation 4 to represent

tive procedure.
The iterativemethodof Finn is

the elevation of the free surface above the hori-

essentiallysimilarto that of Taylor and Brown, zontal datum plane from which head is measand he wouldhave experienced
the samediffi- ured. A generalizedvariational principle that
culties had he not confined himself to those
correspondsto this problem [Mauersberger,
problems
wherethe freesurfacemeetsthe seep- 19'65]may be written
age facetangentially.
The purposeof thispaperis to presentan im-

provedfiniteelementapproachto,the problem
of steadystateseepagewith a free surface.We
shallfirst presentour methodin detailandthen

=

fR Oh
Oh
dR

ng dA

use severalexamplesto demonstratehow it can
be appliedto a wider variety of seepage
prob-

lemsthanhasbeenpossible
before.We will show
that the ambiguityeffectof Taylor and Brown
has been eliminated and that convergence.
is
easilyobtainedin all cases.
THEORETICAL

+f.a,
VhdA

CONSIDERATIONS

Considerthe typical problemof flow through

-

(h-

a dam with a toe drain as shownin Figure 1. Let

_ f,

<7)

R representthe flow regionthat generallywill
havethe followingfour kindsof boundaries:(1)
a prescribed
headboundaryA•, (2) a prescribed If we could treat both h and • as variants at
the sametime, then a solutioncouldbe obtained
flux boundaryA2, (3) a free surfaceF, and (4)
a seepageface S. This boundaryvalue prob- directly by minimizingthe functional(7). In
lem can be. describedby the following set of
equations:

on R
h = H

(2)

onA•

Oh

on A2
h=

•

Oh

=0

h = X3

on S

(3)
(4)

onF

Kii•xini = Ins

(1)

on F

(5)
(6)

the finite elementapproach,however,it is neces-

sary that the flow regionbe fixedin orderthat
the minimization processcan be carried out.
This hasled usto,adopta two stepiterativepro-

cedurein whichthe positionof the free surface
is fixedat the beginning
of eachiteration,i.e.,•
becomesinvariant during eachiteration.

Sincethe true positionof F is unknown,only
one of the two boundary conditions(4) and

(5) canbe satisfiedat any giventime. For the
first step of the iteration, it is convenientto
adopt boundaryconditions(4) and (6) and set
h = /j on F and h = x• on S. This meansthat
(4) and (6) are nowsatisfied.
Since(2) is easily
satisfied,equation7 reducesto
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lated positionof the free surfaceextendingbeyondthe physicallimitsof the flowregion.Such
a proceduredoesnot seemapplicableto those

Ox• Ox•
situationswhere the free surfacealwaysremains
dam
After minimizing (8) using the finite element within the flow region (e.g., homogeneous
method describedbelow,we can determinethe with a toe drain). In addition,Finn's methodrequiresthat the computerprogrambe stopped
specificflux V8 on the seepageface.
To satisfy boundary condition (5), we no after each iteration since there is no provision
for shifting during execution.
longer considerh t.o be fixed on F and $. Instea.
d, for the secondstep of the iterationwe use
NUMERICAL
APPROACI•
the prescribedvalues of I on F and the calculated values of V8 on S and thus treat both F
In solvingequations8 or 9 by the finite eleand S as known

flux boundaries.

This

means

= fR

ment method,the flow regionR is subdivided
into a network of elements.Within each element,
head can be describedin terms of the nodal val-

that. equation7 now reducesto

ues h,• aS

Oh
Oh + fs v,

h-

N•h,•

(10)

(9)

whereNn is only a functionof the spacecoordinates.Substituting(10) into, (8) and consider-

After minimizing (9) using the finite element
method, the results will satisfy boundary conditions(2), (3), and (5) but no• necessarily(4)
and (6). If equation 4 is not satisfiedwith an
acceptableerror, the final step of the iteration
is to shift the position of the free surfacein an
•ppropriate manner such that (4) is s•tisfied •
closelyas possible.This dete•ines • new position for the free surface and the entire proced-

ing a singleelemente we have

fR
ONn
•e(h)
---6«Kii-•x;
hn
•ONm
hm
dR
•-f• VN,•h,•
dA (11)
The functional over the entire. flow region ,•

(h) is simplythe sumof the functionMs
overall
ure is repeateduntil [h -- •[ • e everywhere elements.After minimizing • (h) with respect
on F, where e is • prescribederror tolerance.
The above procedure differs from that of
Taylor and Brown [1967] and Finn [1967] in
several ways. They use only one step in each
iteration, and during that iteration they treat
the free surfaceas a no-flow boundary and the
seepageface as a prescribed head boundaw.
Since the t•e length of S is initially unknown,
•n incorrect prescribed he•d boundary is imposedon the flow re,on, and •his tends to retard convergenceof the solution on F in the
vicinity of S. In addition, the method usedby
Taylor and Bro• to shift the position of the
free surface at the end of each iteration

does

not insurethat boundarycondition(4) is being
approached in a consistentmanner unless all
points on F are being shifted vertically. Thus
their resultsmay sometimesdiverge instead of
convergingto • solutionas will be demonstrated
below. In determiningthe position of the exit
point (i.e., the intersectionof F and S), the
shifting procedureof Finn relies on the calcu-

to h•, we obtaina setof simultaneous
linearalgebraic equations
A•mh,•--

Q• = 0

n, m-

1,2,---,N

(12)

where

ON• ONm

and N represents
the total numberof nodesin
the network.

For plane flow it is convenientto adopt a
network composed
of triangularelements,and
for axisymmetricproblemswe usea networkof
concentricringswith a constanttriangularcross
section. For the particular case where K,

is

constant and h is linear within each element,

An• and Q• in (12) have beenevaluatedand are
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given by Wilson and Nickell [1966] and Neuman and Witherspoon[1969, p. 100].
In generalQ• will be zero at all nodal points

that flows across$. It is possibleto calculate
this portion of Q• exactly, but if the elements
in the vicinity of the intersectionof F and S are

that do not act as sourcesor sinks. Moreover, at

sufficientlysmall, it is more convenient,toap-

eachnodal point there wi]i be only M valuesof
A• that are nonzero,whereM -- I is the number of elementssurrounding
the po.int.This fact
enablesus to usequadrilateralelementsbecause
they can always be subdividedinto four triangles and the equation for the central point
can be eliminated from (12). As a result, the

proximate this portion by setting it equal to
one-half the value of Q• that was obtained at
the adjacentnodalpoint on S.
PROCEDURE

FOR

SHIFTING

FREE

SURFACE

It will be recalled that at the end of the sec-

ond step of each iteration, it is necessaryto
number of equations and the number of nonshift the position of the free surfacesuch that
zero values of both A,• and Q• is significantly boundary condition (4) is satisfiedas closelyas
reduced.The amount of computer storageand possible.Considera portion of the free surface
at the start of the ith iteration F• as shown on
time required in obtaining a solution of (12)
is further reduced by the fact that the matrix
Figure 2. A typical nodal point m initially has
A,• is symmetric. Minimization of equation 9
coordinates (r,•, z,•)•, but at the end of the
will also lead to a set of simultaneousequations secondstep of the iteration,the value of head
similar to (12) and can thereforebe handledby that has been calculatedfor this point is found
the sameprocedure.
to be (h•),. If boundarycondition(4) is to be
In developingthe functional in (8) it was satisfied,the positionof F for the i + I iteraassumedthat head is known on A•, F, and S, tion should pass through the point whosecoand thereforeboundaryconditions(2), (4), and ordinatesare (r,,, h•),. Similarly F must also
(6) are satisfied.As a result,there will be a,total passthroughother calculatedpositions(r•, h•),
of K nodal points on these three boundaries and (r•, h•),, etc., as indicatedon Figure 2 by
where head is known, and the number of unthe dashed line F'• + •.
knownsin (12) can be reducedfrom N to N -In changingthe positionof the free surface,
K. Consequentlythere will be N - K equations it is often necessaryto shift nodal points along
of the form
directionsother than the vertical. For example,
the point m is to be shifted alongthe line AA•,
A•h• = Qn- •k An•h•; n, m • k (13) whichmakesan angle• with the verticalon Figure 2. In this casethe new positionof m is taken
where k representsthose nodal points at which as the intersection of AA' with F'• +• at (r•,
head has been fixed. Equation 13 can be solved
for the N -- K unknown values of h•, that can
then be substitutedin the remainingset of K
equations

A•h•

-- Q•

(14)

to obtain the values of Q• at each nodal point

whereheadwasoriginally
fixed.A similarprocedureis usedin handlingthe functionalin (9)
with regard to the constant head nodal points
alongA•.
A special problem arises during the second
step of the iterative procedureat the particular
nodal point where F and S intersect. During
the first step of the iteration, the Q• calculated
from (14) for this point represents the flux
acrossboth F and S in the neighborhoodof the
point. For the secondpart of the iteration, however, we only need to know that portion of Q,•

Fig. 2. Scheme for shifting free surface.
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z•)•, •. Similarlythe pointsn and p are shifted
to new locations whose coordinates are (r,,

15-

z,)•, • and (rp, zp)• • •, respectively.The line
F• +• that passesthroughthesenew pointsis
adoptedas the positionof the free surfacefor

1413

the i -• i iteration.

When the direction of shifting of any point
crosses an interface between two materials

or

crossesa physical boundary of the system,it
will usually be necessaryto shift F by a lesser

i-. 10

amount than would result from the above pro-

,,

cedure.To insureconvergence,
this shiftingmust
be done in such a way that the rate at which
boundary condition (4) is approachedis the
sameeverywhereon F. This is accomplished
by
introducing a correction factor a •_ 1, that
changesthe vertical coordinateof Fh • • for any
givennodem from (hm), to (z•), + a[(h•), -(zm),]. In the program,a is initially set equalto
unity and is changedduring each iteration to
its maximum

9

o JEPPSON

S•••...
G
INITIA
U
E•.•

l
FIXED
MESH

I VARIABLE
-•'

allowable value such that Fh. •

always remains within the prescribedboundaries.

Another problem ariseswhen part of the free

surfacebecomesessentiallyvertical, as in the
I
2
:5
4
5
6
caseof seepagefrom a pond or canal (Figure
RADIUS, FEET
3). In suchcases,the horizontalcoordinatesof
a circular pond to a horiany two adjacentnodal points on F may be so Fig. 3. Seepagefrom
zontal drain.
closetogetherthat the shiftingschemedescribed
above fails to adequately adjust the horizontal
coordinatesof these points. We overcamethis
problemby introducingan additionalcorrection

factor fi which, for any nodal point m, is used
by the programwhenever

When (15) holds,nodal point m is shifted arbitrarily alongAA' suchthat

(rm),+•----(r,.),-•- •a[(h=),-

(z=)•]

(16)

Convergence
is further assuredby adjustingthe
magnitudeof fi duringexecutionusing
'

J•i+l

B,+,= B,•:.

(17)

where E• is the maximum difference between

elevation and the computed head on F at the
end of the ith iteration and is givenby

E, = max I(hm),- (z=),I
F

(18)

The initial value of fi will dependon the direction along which the nodal points are being
shifted. Our experienceindicatesthat a fi of
0.2 to 0.3 is desirable when the direction is close

to horizontal. Larger values of fi (0.6 to 0.8)
should be used when 7 ( 45ø. To permit us
to examinewhether or not the initial value of fi
hasbeenproperlychosenso as to achieverapid

convergence,
the programcan be stoppedafter
any iteration.An examination
of the resultswill
usually reveal whether a changein fi is indicated.The problemcanthenbe restarredat the
sameiterationwith a newfi a•d a solutionobtained.
APPLICATION

TO VARIOUS

PROBLEMS

All the above features have been incorporated in a computer program that is able to
handle both plane and axisymmetricflow. To
demonstratethe versatility of this program, we
present below solutions for several different
kinds of problems.
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1. We shall first considerthe axisymmetric

48

-

problem
of flowfroma circularpond,wherethe
porousmediumis isotropicand homogeneous.
Problems of this kind have previously been

handledby Jeppson[1968d]usinga finitedifferenceapproach.
We choseoneof hisproblems
and a comparison
of our solutionwith his for
the position
of the freesurface
is shownin Fig-

•J

12

io

ure 3. In addition a set of lines from our net-

work is included to indicate the directions along

48 I0
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:50

40

50
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70 768

RADIUS, FEET

whichshiftingof the freesurfacetookplace.It

Fig. 5. Seepage toward a well.

is not necessary
that the shiftingprocessbe carried out over the entire network. We therefore

divide the network into one portion where the
meshcan conveniently
be heldfixedand another

in the unsaturated region has also been publishedby Taylor and Luihin [1969]. A compar-

portionwherethe meshis allowedto expandor

ison of our solution with both of their results

and with a solutionobtainedusing the Dupuit
assumptionsis given in Figure 5. In general,our
solution lies slightly below that of Hall and
Taylor and Luthin. Our free surfaceapproaches
free surfaceis alsoindicatedon Figure 3.
Figure4 showshow convergence
to a solu- the well tangenttally,as is suggestedby theory.
tion with an E, (equation 18) of about 0.4% Again a set of lines is includedto indicate the
of maximum available head was reached. The
vertical directionalongwhichshiftingtook place
flatteningof this curveindicates
that fromthe in obtaining a solution. Our initial guesswas
practicalstandpoint,
a satisfactory
solution
has takento.be the solutiongivenby Hall.
3. We next consider the problem of plane
been obtained. The deviations of the plotted

contract. As a result the matrix A• for the fixed

meshneed only be computedonceat the beginningof the problem.The initialguess
for the

pointsfromthe averagecurveare the effectof

flow through a homogeneousdam to demon-

the arbitrary manner in which horizontal co-

strate how a solution is obtained when the di-

ordinates are shifted using equation 16.
2. We next considerthe axisymmetricproblem of flow to a well in an unconfined aquifer

rectionsof shifting intersecta physicalboundary. The results are shown in Figure 6.4, and
the exit point comparesfavorably with the results calculatedby Casagrande's[1940, p. 304]

that has been investigatedexperimenta!lyby
Hall [1955] usinga sandboxmodel.A numerical solutionfor this problemthat considers
flow
B,

•,

o

•s o

method.

In our first attempt to solvethis problem, we
used the seepageface as one of the directions
alongwhich shiftingtook place.This provedunsatisfactory becausethe elementsnear the exit
point becametoo elongatedin the directionof
maximum gradient. However, when the directions of shifting were changedto those indicated in Figure 6.4, a satisfactory solution
was obtained after only seveniterations (Figure 6B.

4. We shall now considerthe problem of a

homogeneous
dam with a toe drain similarto
that investigated
by Taylor and Brown [1967].
The positionsof the free surfaceas obtained
by our methodafter the fifth and tenth iterations are given in Figure 7.4. The result for
o

o

io

•o
NUMBER

30

OF ITERATION

Fig. 4. Convergencefor circular pond problem.

the tenth iteration is essentially the same as

that obtained by flow net analysisand was
adoptedas our solution.The positionof our
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Fig. 6. Seepage tDro,ugDa Domogeneousdam.

initial guessis indicated,and the directionsof

planesare inclinedto the horizontal.Both sec-

shifting were taken parallel to the upstream face

tions of the dam are assumed to have an iso-

of the dam.

tropic permeabilityas indicated,whereasthe

We also solvedthis problem for the samenetwork configurationand sameinitial gues,
s using

a programprovidedby ProfessorR. E. Taylor
and basedon the method of Taylor and Brown.
The results after the tenth and twentieth

itera-

tions are shown in Figure 7B. It may be. seen
that their solution for the free surface agrees

with ours everywhereexceptin the vicinity of
the seepageface where a lack of convergence
is
apparent.

5. Finally we consideran exampleof the com-

plex type of problemthat is easilyhandledby
our program (Figure 8). In this case,a dam

foundation is anisotropicwith its principal per-

meabilityK• parallelto the assumedbedding.
Becauseof the permeabilitycontrastwithin
the dam,an internalseepage
facedevelopsalong
the interfacebetweenthe slopingcore and the
rest of the dam. The possibilityof sucha situation has previouslybeen pointedout by Casagrande [1940, p. 303]. Beca,use
of this, we can
anticipatethe development
of a partially saturated region beneath the overhangingslope.
Since our program is not designedto treat un-

saturatedflow, the problemarisesas to. how
much of this flow movesvertically downward to
the free surface and how much moves la.terally

with a slopingcoreand horizontaldrain restson
a slightlypermeablefoundationwhosebedding above the saturated zone to the horizontal drain
and is thus permanently lost from the system.
We solved this problem by consideringtwo
limiting cases.The free surfacemarked A on
Figure 8 representsthe lo,•verlimit for this free

boundarywhen all water that flowsacrossthe
overhangingseepageface is lost. A few isopo•
tenrials for this ease ha.ve also been included on

the figureto,indicategeneraldirectionsof flow.
The free surfacemarked B representsthe upper
limit if all water movingacrossthe overhanging

slope flows vertically downwardthrough the
unsaturatedregionsoast.ojoin the free surface.
The actual free s,urfaee should therefore lie between these two limits. It should be noted that

in obtaining these solutions,the directionsof
shifting yaw from nearly horizontalalong the
drain to a directionthat is parallel to the interface between the two sections of the dam. Shift-

ing of the free surfaceis doneindependentlyin

Fig.7. Seepage
through
a darn
• withtoedrain.

each section of the dam.
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Fig. 8. Seepage
through
a damwithsloping
coreandhorizontal
drainona slightlypermeable
foundation.

NOTATION

h, hydraulic head, L;

H,
I,

hydraulicheadon prescribedheadboundary,

r,

Jeppson,
R. W, Finite difference
solutions
to fre•
surface flow through nonhomogeneous poro•

L;

media,Utah Water Res. Lab. Tech.Rep. W•

net vertical specificrate of infiltration at

52-1, Utah State University, Logan,Utah, 196'

free surface, L/T;

Kii,
hi,

finite differences,Dep. Civil Eng., Tech. Rep. 6•
Stanford University, Stanford, California, 1961

permeabilitytensor,L/T;
unit outer normal vector, L;
radial coordinate,L;

V, specific
fluxonprescribed
fluxboundary,L/T;
x•, coordinatevector, L;
z, vertical coordinate,L;

Jeppson,R. W., Seepagefrom ditches--Solutio
by finite differences,
J. Hydraul. Div., Ame
Soc. Civil Eng., 94(HY 1), 259, 1968a.

Jeppson,
R. W., Seepage
throughdamsin the con
plex potentialplane,J. Irrig. Drainage,Ame
Soc.Civil Eng., 94(IR 1), 23, 1968b.

Jeppson,R. W., Seepagefrom channelsthrou•
•, elevationof free surfaceabove horizontal
layered porousmediums,Water Resour.Re,'
datum plane from which h is measured,L.
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Jeppson,R. W., Axisymmetricseepagethroug
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